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DAILY MESSAGE OF CHRIST JESUS, TRANSMITTED TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS

My Works are various in the whole world and they are accomplished through all of those who
answer to My Merciful call.

Those who surrender their lives out of love to My Heart will never cease being observed by the
compassion of My Paternal Spirit, because it is through the humble souls where My Kind Heart
finds rest, it is in the simple souls where My Universal Spirit rests to be able to help the world.

For this may each one of My Disciples know that they are accomplishing a precious task to generate
and awaken redemption in the world and in humanity.

May no one lose the joy of serving Me every day of life because at the end of the task in this world,
I will recognize in Heaven the greatness of their love for My Heart and I will recognize the path of
surrender that they have taken for My Work on the whole Earth.

Whoever complies with My Will, will be able to lead a life invaded by the presence of My Spirit
and should not occupy themselves with anything, only with accomplishing the simple that I ask of
them, which is the life of merciful prayer, because My Heart will take care of the rest of the
questions of life.

At three in the afternoon is opened a door to the renewal of your little consciousnesses.  At three in
the afternoon is opened a door in the universe so that the souls may be reconciled with God through
the infinite Mercy of My Heart.

For this, may no one miss this hour, because My Heart will be attentive to the voice of the pleas of
all those souls who dispose themselves to drink from My Merciful Source.  Day by day I want to
clean your feelings and thoughts, so that they may be as pure and as divine as Mine.

I aspire to find you at three in the afternoon in profound contemplation and adoration to My Heart
of Peace because in this way you will simply help Me to help the world in Light and in Mercy.  My
Soldiers are formed by means of the donation to merciful prayer.

Under the Grace of the Father, be blessed.

Thank you for guarding My words in the heart!

Christ Jesus, the Redeemer


